Proof. For any kEK, we have Pk(£) (type of k in K)^Ta(k).
Since K/H is torsion, there is an integer mt^O such that nkEH-From the fact that H is regular, we have Ta(k) = Ta(nk) = TH(nk) g T¡c(nk) = TK(k) g T0(k). Hence we get TK(k) = Ta(k).
From this lemma we see that any subgroup K of a torsion free group with G/K of bounded order is a regular subgroup of G. Theorem 1. G= 11^\ G\ (direct sum) where A is a well ordered set with least element 0, G\ has rank 1 for X>0 and T(x) 2: T(y), whenever xEG\, yEGß with \<p. Then for any regular subgroup H of G we have H= (HC\Go) © Zx>o Hy. where HX^GX or H* = Q.
Proof.
Define G*=Hx<aGx and Ha=HC\Ga. Then H*+l/H°= Ha+l/(H"+inGa)^{G", Ha+l}/GaúGa+l/Ga^Ga. It is clear that Ha is pure in H for each a£A. If Ha+l5¿H" and a>0, for any xEHa+l and x $H° we have TH(x) = TG(x) = T(Ga). Hence T(Ga) á T(Ha+yH°) T(G0) = T(x) iora>0. By
Baer's Lemma. Let S be a pure subgroup of the torsion free group G such that (1) G/S is of rank 1 ; (2) G/S is of type a and (3) every element of G not in S is again of type a. Then S is a direct summand of G. Since wG = wiî = G, Corollary 1 gives nH=(nH(~\Go) © l^x>o Ax with Ax=Gx for each \>0. The map x-^(l/n)x is an isomorphism of nH onto H so that H=(l/n)(nH(~\Go) ® 2^x>o H\ with Jix=(l/w)Ax^Gx for \>0 and, taking H0=(l/n)(nHr\Go), with nHoèGo^Ho. Finally if Go is pure in H, then nHC\Go = nGo so that Ho-(l/n)(nHr\Go)=Go-Corollaries 1 and 2 give a generalization of a theorem of R. A. Beaumont and R. S. Pierce [2, Theorem 9.5 and Corollary 9.6]. When G0 is taken to be zero, Theorem 1 and its corollaries apply to completely decomposable groups.
Corollary
3. Let G be a torsion free group, mG^7F_G and H is a completely decomposable homogeneous group (every element is of the same type). Then G is isomorphic to H.
Theorem 2. Let G be a finite rank torsion free group with types in a chain. Then G is completely decomposable if and only if for any regular subgroup H, with r(H) (rank of H)=r(G), G/H is finite.
Proof. Assume G=Z"-iGi, r(G,-) = l and H is as stated in the theorem. Then by regularity, HC\Gi are of finite index in G¿. Since H contains Zn-i (HC\Gi) which is of finite index in G, we see that the condition is necessary. In order to prove sufficiency, we choose a special set of n independent elements fti, h2, • ■ • ,hn in the following manner. As G is of finite rank and with types in a chain, there must be an element fti 5^0 with maximal type in G otherwise we shall be led to the contradiction that G is not of finite rank. Suppose we have selected fti, • • • , ftr which are independent and Kr to be the set of elements which are independent to fti, • • • , ftr. In Kr we choose ftr+i with maximal type among the elements in KT. With this selection we have a maximal independent set {fti, ■ • ■ , hn} and H= 2"-i Q1*)* i(x)* is the pure subgroup generated by x) is regular. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
